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ABSTRACT 

Records of natural and cultural fires are scattered, difficult to obtain, and are of variable quality. We synthesize these disparate 
data for portions of southeastern North America from 1916 to 1990 for use by foresters, ecologists, and land managers. Den
drochronological studies provide data on local drought and fire scar frequencies. Historical accounts are rarely useful for fre
quency and extent information, but yield data on the role of fire in the pre-settlement landscape. General Land Office (GLO) 
records indicate pre-settlement vegetation patterns, but are of limited coverage and use in fire frequency estimations. These 
data indicate that fire is a key part of southeastern ecosystems, and fire fluctuates in extent, intensity, and frequency through 
time. 
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INTRODUCTION Native American use of fire across the landscape, and 

This study provides multidisciplinary analysis and pollen sequences that cover the last 20,000 years. 

synthesis of long-term data relating to the role of fire 
The study area consists of the forested portion of the 

Gulf Coastal Plain (Fenneman 1938, Thornbury 1965) 
in ecosystems of southeastern North America. Our pri-

and adjacent interior ecological provinces of Texas, 
mary purpose is to establish reference conditions for Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama,
fire management in southern ecosystems. Most pub- Louisiana, and Florida. Portions of the Ozark and
lished fire studies use data from relatively short peri- Ouachita mountains, the foothills of the Appalachian 
ods; our work is designed to increase the periods of Mountains, and the Mississippi Alluvial Valley are 
record currently under examination. Since wildland included in the study area. These areas were selected 
fires typically have been suppressed since the early because several national forests under the administra
20th century, data on the natural progression of fire tion of the USDA Forest Service are located there. Lit-
across the landscape are lacking. Data on fire causes igation is intense over forest management practices
and frequencies are needed to establish the occurrence and the use of fire to maintain forest health. A thor
and extent of prehistoric and historic fires. These data ough summary of fire history information is useful to 
are generated by several disciplines and are not gener- select appropriate burning intervals and intensity lev-
ally available for analysis. Frost (1998) provided a els that mimic the pre-settlement fire ecology of south-
first approximation of fire return intervals across the eastern North America. 
North American landscape. A secondary purpose of Disturbance ecology and the ecological role of fire 
our study is to provide data that can be used to test have been and will continue to be debated within sci-
Frost’s (1998) fire return interval models by examin- entific and public policy arenas. The two extremes in 
ing USDA Forest Service fire records (1916–1990), this debate that have been raised in recent court 
dendrochronological and dendroclimatological studies actions are 1) fire is destructive and should not be 
(1670–1993), historical accounts (1500–1870) of applied by humans to the landscape, and 2) fire is an 
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essential management tool to be used to restore the 
forests or grasslands to their natural or desired refer
ence condition. This debate is fueled by basic differ
ences in interpretation of ecological theory. The tradi
tional viewpoint (1) asserts that a set of undisturbed or 
primeval conditions once existed which represented a 
predictable, linear progression through a series of dis
tinct climatic succession stages toward a single evolu
tionary climax type (Clements 1920). An outgrowth of 
this approach has been attempts to designate areas 
where human activity is rare as virgin wilderness 
where vegetation responds naturally to climatic con
trols. Another popular conception holds that most of 
southeastern North America existed in an undisturbed 
condition prior to the changes of vegetation and intro
duction of exotic plants and animals by European set
tlers (Bromley 1935, Day 1953). Such views are trace
able to Clements’ (1920) suggestion that only wilder
ness areas undisturbed by humans and exhibiting pure
ly climatic control should be used for ecological study. 
This trend to conduct ecological studies only in areas 
with minimal human disturbance continues today. It is 
reinforced by the assumption that human alteration of 
vegetation is temporary and the climatic signal will 
control the return of vegetation communities to pre
existing virgin climax (Küchler 1974). In this theoret
ical perspective, fire is seen as holding vegetation in a 
disturbed subclimax pine condition, preventing a 
return to the true mixed-hardwood forest that is 
assumed to be the apex of the climax hierarchy (Quar
terman and Keever 1962, Küchler 1964). 
Those who hold the second viewpoint do not adhere 

to classical “Clementsian” theory, but prefer a more 
individualistic, case-by-case approach to plant com
munity organization. Gleason (1926) was among the 
first to question classic succession theory, in part 
because historical accounts indicated that Native 
Americans used fire extensively, and undisturbed 
ecosystems could not be identified with absolute 
assurance (Bromley 1935, Day 1953). It has been 
demonstrated that the concept of undisturbed “climax” 
ecosystems was inferred on theoretical grounds, not 
by scientific evidence (Raup and Carlson 1941, 
Denevan 1992). Additional studies indicate that sec
ond-growth stands and “old”-growth remnants do not 
necessarily represent “original” or “pre-settlement” 
vegetation (Bromley 1935, Curtis and Greene 1949, 
Bourdo 1956, Siccama 1971, Braun 1974, Delcourt 
and Delcourt 1974, Warren 1984, Fralish et al. 1991, 
Duffy and Meier 1992, Palik and Pregitzer 1992, 
Motzkin et al. 1996), casting additional doubt on clas
sical succession theories. When the full dendrochrono

logical histories of virgin stands are reconstructed, evi
dences of natural disturbances have been found (Oliv
er and Larson 1996). Although natural community 
types and disturbance regimes vary considerably, 
much of the southeastern United States was dominat
ed by a mixture of fire-dependent, dynamic pine 
(Pinus spp.) and oak (Quercus spp.) communities 
(Ware et al. 1993, Evans 1997). 
The idea that vegetation continually changes in 

stages toward a climax hierarchy persists in the litera
ture (Odum 1969, Weniger 1984). As a result, fire is 
immediately discounted as part of a natural ecosystem 
by some scientists and land managers. This circular 
logic may disregard the true role of fire in historical 
vegetation relationships and underestimate the long-
lasting effects of human land use. 
No single method can be used to fully document fire 

history for a given area, but integrative approaches 
combining both social and ecological information can 
be useful (Whitney 1984, Evans 1997). In our study, 
we consulted as many sources as possible, sought cor
roboration among sources, integrated qualitative and 
quantitative information, and remained skeptical of 
dubious reports (Noss 1988). Several primary sources 
of fire data were consulted. Some studies are pub
lished; others are not published or are in preliminary 
stages of analysis. Our research objective was to syn
thesize the data into a comparative analytical frame
work that can be used to improve our knowledge of 
reference conditions and the accuracy of fire return 
models such as those of Frost (1998). 
Pollen studies provide long-term, but less geograph

ically specific, information about climate change and 
vegetation shifts. These studies represent proxy meth
ods of vegetation reconstruction with indirect evi
dence of the role of fire in the formation and mainte
nance of plant communities. 
Dendrochronology provides information on the fre

quency of droughts and fire-scarred trees at specific 
geographical locations. Long-lived trees that have 
been scarred by fire events provide point-specific fire 
data that can be used as area samples or area frequen
cies (Frost 1998:72). These data are primary informa
tion about fire return intervals and the extent of burns 
across the landscape. 
Secondary sources include the Texas and GLO 

records. These provide prairie–forest boundaries, tree 
species composition, and the size and density of indi
viduals within each tree species. Occasionally, burned-
over areas or “barrens” are recorded. GLO data col
lected in Texas, Arkansas, and Alabama were exam
ined for their potential to yield baseline data on the 
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density and composition of pre-European settlement 
plant communities. 
The USDA Forest Service compiles national fire 

summaries by state. These are spreadsheets on file at 
federal repositories or available from the Fire and Avia
tion Management Office, Washington, D.C. Beginning 
in 1898, the Forestry Bureau of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture began a cooperative program with lumber 
companies to develop plans to restore the forests and 
develop a sustained yield strategy (Ippolito et al. 1999). 
From 1898 to 1915, there were no data recorded on 
fires. From 1916 to 1990 fire data were reported for the 
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, 
Louisiana, and Florida region (and the contiguous 48 
states), but were apparently restricted to those areas 
where federal agencies were responsible for fire sup
pression and received data from state or private cooper
ators. These spreadsheets also provide acreage figures 
for the reporting area, and we use the figures given for 
1990 in the annual fire summary tables. 

THE EVIDENCE FOR FIRE 

Pollen (20,000 BP) 

Trees and grasses produce pollen rains that may be 
captured in depositional settings such as alluvial soils, 
lacustrine deposits, and sphagnum bogs. Changes in the 
pollen taxa in sediment cores taken from these settings 
are interpreted to represent changes in climate and the 
catchment basin environment that contributed the 
pollen rain. In the northeastern United States, pollen 
sediment cores have also revealed the presence of char
coal, which is correlated with the presence of fires in the 
ecosystem (Patterson et al. 1987, Patterson and Back-
man 1988, Patterson and Sassaman 1988). In White 
Pond, South Carolina, the presence of charcoal 
throughout the sediment column is attributed to the role 
of fire in the ecosystem over the last 20,000 years 
(Watts 1980). In the Tennessee Valley, Delcourt et al. 
(1986) and Chapman et al. (1989) have defined signifi
cant alterations to the vegetation mosaic by Native 
Americans that appear to point to extensive landscape 
modifications by the prehistoric agriculturalists that 
lived in this area from ca. AD 600 to 1500 (Delcourt et 
al. 1986). A pollen sequence from Cliff Palace Pond, 
Daniel Boone National Forest, Kentucky, has provided 
a 9,500-year reconstruction of vegetation changes (Del
court et al. 1998). This pattern of local wildfire 
increased after 3000 BP. The strong association of 
human occupation of rockshelters, domestication of 
native plants, and increases in local wildfires point to 
widespread alteration of the Kentucky landscape by 
Native Americans. 

The Weakly Bog and Boriack Bog are situated on 
the Blackland Prairie–Post Oak Savannah border in 
the western Gulf Coastal Plain of Texas and provide 
evidence for fluctuations in plant communities for the 
last 2,000 years (Holloway 1987, Holloway et al. 
1987). By combining the information derived from 
both bogs, a 16,000-year sequence has been developed 
for east-central Texas (Bousman 1991). This study 
identified changes in the proportion of 23 tree taxa and 
grass pollen over the period-of-record. By using 
pollen influx values and a statistical algorithm to cal
culate the percentage of canopy cover, these data indi
cate that nine major plant communities have been pre
sent. These include a grassland with 28.2% canopy 
from 15,600 to 15,850 BP; a woodland with 47.3% 
canopy from 13,100 to 15,600 BP; a grassland with 
21.4% canopy from 12,500 to 13,100 BP; a woodland 
with 42% canopy from 10,150 to 12,500 BP; a grass
land with 17.2% canopy from 9,600 to 10,150 BP; a 
woodland with 36.6% canopy from 8,200 to 9,600 BP; 
a grassland with 10.1% canopy from 2,400 to 8,200 
BP; a woodland with 18.2% canopy from 1,400 to 
2,400 BP; and a woodland with 27.1% canopy from 0 
to 1,400 BP (Bousman 1991). 
There are several trends observed in the changes of 

plant taxa through time. Of particular noteworthiness 
is the presence of spruce (Picea spp.) in the earliest 
portions of this record. From 15,600 to 15,850 years 
ago, spruce composed 6.5% of pollen and indicated a 
temperature 4–6 °C cooler than today. From 13,100 to 
15,600 BP, spruce fell to 3%; and from 10,150 to 
13,100 BP spruce fell to 0.5%; after which it vanished 
from the pollen record. Oaks were present throughout 
the pollen sequence. Pines were highest in abundance 
during the Pleistocene, but reached the current level 
ca. 9,000 BP. 

Interior Highlands of Missouri, Arkansas, and 
Oklahoma 

The palynological records surrounding the interior 
highlands of the Ozarks and Ouachitas have been 
summarized by Delcourt and Delcourt (1991:24–26). 
These data indicate substantial shifts in vegetation 
since the last full glacial episode of the Late Wiscon
sin. During glacial maximum, the interior highlands 
were covered by boreal forest with pure stands of 
spruce in the northwest and mixed spruce and jack 
pine (Pinus banksiana) to the southeast. Jack pine has 
serotinous cones and is often, but not always, depen
dent on stand-replacing fires to maintain dominance in 
the ecosystem (Parisien et al., this volume), indicating 
thousands of years of fire in the Ozark Plateau ecosys
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tem during the Pleistocene. Climatic amelioration 
began ca. 16,500–15,500 BP. It appears that distribu
tions of oaks (Quercus spp.), hickories (Carya spp.), 
and other modern dominants were highly localized at 
this time. Deciduous forests became extensive by 
12,000–10,000 BP. From 8,000 to 4,000 BP, warm, dry 
climatic conditions, similar to those in Texas dominat
ed, allowing the spread of prairie and savannah vege
tation across the highlands. After 4,000 BP, many 
warm-temperate plants increased, and many of the 
southern pines spread north from the Ouachitas to the 
southern Ozarks (Delcourt and Delcourt (1991:26). 

Dendrochronology (AD 300–Present) 

Dendrochronology, or tree-ring dating, is the most 
accurate dating method available to geochronology 
(Stahle et al. 1984). It can be used on tree species that 
produce a single growth ring per year and on individ
ual trees that respond in a synchronous manner to cli
matic signals in a given area. This technique is based 
on collection of cross-sections with a chain saw or 
cores with a Swedish increment borer from stands of 
living trees in geographically defined areas, growing 
under similar climatic conditions. Using plotting tech
niques that correlate wide and narrow growth patterns, 
the tree-ring record, or chronology, is then matched 
against wood of the same species from historic build
ings, archaeological sites, or subfossil wood underwa
ter or in swamps, and the chronology is then extended 
farther into the past. 
The tree-ring record extends to AD 1000 in East 

Texas and to AD 300 for the southeastern United States 
and includes a number of tree species (Stahle and Hehr 
1984; Stahle et al. 1984, 1985a,b; Cook et al. 1999). 
Two of the most important local chronologies in Texas 
include a longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) chronology 
from Pine Park (AD 1755 to 1995), Sabine County 
(Jurney 1986) and a baldcypress (Taxodium distichum) 
chronology from Peachtree Bottoms (AD 997 to 1988), 
Hardin County (Cook et al. 1997). 
Arkansas has received extensive coverage (Stahle et 

al. 1984, 1985a; Stahle 1990) and additional chronolo
gies are being developed there by the University of 
Arkansas, the University of Missouri, and the USDA 
Forest Service. The longest Arkansas chronologies are 
established for baldcypress and span the period AD 
1322 to 1990. The mean germination date for this 
species is 1498, and the stands range in age from 214 
to 668 years. The second longest chronologies are for 
white oak (Quercus alba). White oak spans the period 
from AD 1598 to 1993, with a mean germination date 
of 1697, and an age range of 89–395 years. Post oak 

(Q. stellata) represents the third longest chronology 
and spans the period from AD 1626 to 1993, with a 
mean germination date of 1671, and an age range of 
257–372 years. Shortleaf pine (P. echinata) spans the 
period from AD 1649 to 1982, with a mean germina
tion date of 1760, and an age range of 71–333 years. 
Black oak (Q. velutina) spans the period from AD 1870 
to 1959, and is similar to red oak (Q. rubra) in growth 
patterns and ages (longevity generally <100 years). 
The dendrochronological method allows us to accu

rately date to the year or season of the year, when cer
tain events occurred. Tree rings can be used to record 
episodes of drought, variations in El Niño–Southern 
Oscillation events, false spring events, and damage 
caused by fires (Stahle 1990). By developing a corre
lation between tree-ring growth indices and growing-
season rainfall, it is possible to project rainfall patterns 
far beyond existing weather records. Dendroclimato
logical research indicates that the 16th-century 
megadrought (the worst recorded in the last 800 years) 
began in Mexico and spread into the southeastern 
United States. During the 1930s and 1950s, extreme 
droughts occurred over the Southwest, southern Great 
Plains, and Southeast. The 16th-century megadrought 
exceeded the scope and intensity of the 20th-century 
droughts (Stahle et al. 1998, 2000:121–122). Severe 
and extended droughts occur sporadically between 20 
and 170 years, with a mean return interval of 64.5 
years during this 800-year period. Moderate droughts 
occur on an average of 7–11 years, and minor droughts 
can occur at 2- to 4-year intervals. 
Comparison of tree growth and the Palmer Drought 

Severity Index (PDSI) (Palmer 1965) has been con
ducted for the continental United States, showing the 
patterns of drought over the last 300 years (Cook et al. 
1999). These data are graphically presented on the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
website (www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pdsiyear.html). 
The data for Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Louisiana, and Florida were compared to 
the USDA Forest Service period-of-record for light
ning fires from 1916 to 1990 (Table 1). Lightning 
years that exceed the overall mean for each state cor
respond to 81% of the years of below-normal 
(drought) PDSI. The association between growing-
season drought and increased lightning ignitions is 
strong, but is not necessarily a direct correlation. 
The presence of fire scars provides direct evidence 

for past fire events (Guyette 1993a,b, 2000; Masters 
et al. 1995; Frost 1998); however, many circum
stances affect their preservation and thus effective 
use. First, if fires are low intensity, trees may not be 
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damaged at all. Second, because there are few old-
growth stands left, fire-scarred trees are relatively 
young and fail to provide much of a historical record. 
Also, insects often enter through the fire scars, which 
can promote fungal infestation and possibly kill the 
tree. If the tree heals over the fire scar, then addition
al fires may not be recorded in tree growth. Finally, 
the sampling universe must be quite large to ade
quately cover this region. For these reasons, only 
those sections of trees containing healed or open fire 
scars should be used to determine fire return intervals 
at specific points on the landscape. 
Masters et al. (1995) used dendrochronological data 

for the McCurtain County Wilderness in Oklahoma to 
reconstruct fire return intervals. Of 184 cross-sections 
examined, only 94 yielded fire scars. In all, 224 fire 
scars were recorded. This covers the period-of-record 
1710–1953 and indicates a fire return interval of 
3.5–4.4 years for the area as a whole. 
Although few fire-scarred witness trees have been 

collected and analyzed on the national forests and 
grasslands in Texas, preliminary results suggest that 
such scars are relatively frequent. The results of our 
study and ongoing tree-ring collections from Alaba
ma to Texas indicate that in certain topographic set
tings longleaf pines yield a significant number of fire 
scars. On the Oakmulgee Ranger District of the Tal
ladega National Forest in Alabama, we found that 
longleaf pine stands in xeric uplands with substantial 
outcroppings of bedrock have a number of scars. 
(These samples are awaiting processing at the Uni
versity of Arkansas.) In Arkansas, fire scars are noted 
on steep slopes, where the rocky soils contribute to 
fire scar presence and retention of the scar face on the 

trunk of the tree (Guyette 2000). Some scars are 
caused by tree wounds that are enlarged by wildfires. 

Pine Park, Sabine County, Texas 

The cross-section of a longleaf pine tree from Pine 
Park dates from AD 1770 to 1995. This specimen 
cross-dates well with the Pine Park tree-ring chronol
ogy (Jurney 1986). Additional specimens were collect
ed to augment the chronology and are awaiting pro
cessing at the University of Arkansas. 
No fire scars were captured by the single tree exam

ined until 1974, when an apparently intense fire pro
duced a scar that lasted until 1980 (Appendix 1). This 
6-year interval provides a fire return interval of 1.5 
years. Since the Texas Department of Transportation 
who owns and administers Pine Park does not pre
scription burn, these fires may be due to lightning or 
campfires. The climatic information from all trees at 
Pine Park indicates a mean severe drought return inter
val of 11.6 years. 

Concord Cemetery, Angelina County, Texas 

A cross-section of a longleaf pine tree within the 
proposed expansion of Concord Cemetery dated from 
AD 1941 to 1997. This specimen exhibited rapid tree 
growth and did not cross-date with the Pine Park tree-
ring chronology. Ring counts were used to date the fire 
scars (Appendix 1). The five fire scars indicate a fire 
return interval of 7.0 years. 

Sabine National Forest, Texas 

Trees, stumps, and logs were inspected from March 
to October 1998, following the severe storm damage 
caused by an El Niño-related windstorm. Species were 

Table 1. Number of lightning-caused fires per negative Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) year distributed 
among Texas (TX), Oklahoma (OK), Arkansas (AR), Mississippi (MS), Alabama (AL), Louisiana (LA), and Florida 
(FL), 1916–1990. 

PDSI Year TX OK AR MS AL LA FL 

–3 1956 118 54 256 41 114 97 605 
–2 1963 73 26 125 43 83 70 1142 
–2 1978 69 61 183 17 50 29 616 
–2 1980 79 110 351 44 102 38 671 
–2 1984 33 35 68 17 48 11 516 
–2 1988 69 32 200 61 174 48 732 
–1 1930 34 4 134 29 12 39 60 
–1 1939 35 24 172 7 12 25 213 
–1 1951 49 2 54 30 113 18 378 
–1 1954 61 40 335 62 267 73 675 
–1 1964 48 30 168 27 81 41 528 
–1 1977 36 23 74 51 204 39 1899 

Mean 23.4 16.9 93.5 22.9 59.5 19.3 437.5 
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predominantly loblolly (P. taeda) and longleaf pines. 
Ages ranged from 113 to 190 years and yielded 21 fire 
scars (see Appendix 1). Based on these data, the his
torical trend is for a major fire every 3.75 years in the 
Sabine, San Augustine, and Shelby counties portions 
of the Sabine National Forest. 

Ozark-St. Francis National Forest, Arkansas 

Three studies, conducted in the Ozark Mountains of 
Arkansas and Missouri, indicate low-frequency fire 
return intervals of 44 years in some oak forests and 
high-frequency fire return intervals of 2 years in old-
growth (200- to 300-year-old) shortleaf pine stands 
(Guyette 1993a, 2000). Historic fire return intervals 
varied from the Native American (1680–1819) interval 
of 4.8 years, to the Settlement (1820–1919) interval of 
1.6 years, to the Early Modern (1920–1949) interval of 
4.3 years, to the Late Modern (1950–1993) interval of 
>22 years (Guyette 1993b). 
Additional fire scar data (see Appendix 1) were 

collected from three sites on the Bayou Ranger Dis
trict of the Ozark-St. Francis National Forest 
(Guyette 2000). The sample was taken from 45 short
leaf pine trees, cut stumps, and natural snag rem
nants, spanning the last 320 years. The scar dates 
range from 1679 to 1938 and the entire chronology 
spanned 1675–2000. 
Fire return intervals varied considerably through 

time as a result of human uses across the landscape. 
From 1680 to 1820, return intervals ranged from 4.6 to 
16 years. From 1821 to 1880, return intervals ranged 
from 2 to 3.1 years. From 1881 to 1920, return inter
vals ranged from 1.4 to 5 years. From 1921 to 2000, 
return intervals ranged from 62 to >80 years. Using 
data from the Current River watershed in Missouri and 
the data from this study, Guyette et al. (2002) estimate 
that >150,000 acres (60,728 ha) burned in 1772, and 
>270,000 acres (109,311 ha) burned in 1780. Both 
were years where fire scarred the trees across the inte
rior highlands of the Ozarks. 
Three shortleaf pine specimens were collected and 

analyzed from a tornado track near Yarborough Gap 
on the Pleasant Hill Ranger District of the Ozark-St. 
Francis National Forest. These provide a second point-
specific fire return locus ca. 30 miles west of the area 
studied by Guyette (2000). The scar dates range from 
1651 to 1954, and the entire shortleaf pine chronology 
spans 1629–2001 (see Appendix 1). Since the cat-face 
scars do not extend through the entire time period 
(they healed over or initiated late in the life of the 
tree), there are gaps in the fire return sequence. Addi
tional sampling may improve the resolution of the fire 

regime in the area. 
The period from 1629 to 1680 is poorly represented 

with only two isolated fire scars and yielded a return 
interval of 48 years. The period from 1747 to 1764 is 
represented by a continuous fire-scarred cat face. The 
fire scars ranged from 1 to 3 years apart and yielded a 
mean fire return interval of 2.43 years. The interval 
from 1772 to 1798 is also not represented by a contin
uous fire scar. It yielded a mean return interval of 11.6 
years, but may be reduced with additional sampling. 
The period from 1804 to 1906 is represented by con
tinuous fire scars. The fire years ranged from 1 to 9 
years apart, with a mean fire return interval of 4.4 
years. The period 1916–1954 is also represented by a 
continuous scar. The fire scars ranged from 1 to 12 
years apart, with a mean fire return interval of 5.3 
years. 

Historical Accounts (1500–1800) 

Ethnographic documentation, corroborated by 
archaeological research, has produced unequivocal 
evidence that Native Americans used fire extensively 
to manipulate the environments in which they lived in 
the western United States (Pyne 1982, 1983). Howev
er, ethnohistorical evidence for Native American use 
of fire in the southeastern United States has been lim
ited until recently (Newkumet and Meredith 1988, 
Carter 1995, Foster 1998). It has been hypothesized 
that anthropogenic alterations of natural habitats in the 
Ozark plateau led to domestication of certain seed-
producing plants (Fritz 1985, 1990). The following 
discussion pulls together information for East Texas 
and the adjacent southeastern states. 
While traveling through what is now Texas in the 

early 16th century, Cabeza de Vaca observed the local 
American Indians: 

Those from farther inland … go about with a 
firebrand, setting fire to the plains and timber 
so as to drive off the mosquitoes, and also to get 
lizards and similar things which they eat, to 
come out of the soil. In the same manner they 
kill deer, encircling them with fires, and they do 
it also to deprive the animals of pasture, com
pelling them to go for food where the Indians 
want [Fehrenbach 1968:23, Hodge and Lewis 
1984:67]. 

Cabeza de Vaca was somewhere on the Texas coast 
when he recorded this observation. His descriptions of 
the rivers and streams encountered by his party sug
gest an area along the upper coast near where the Bra
zos River flows into the Gulf of Mexico. It is not 
known what distance translates to “farther inland” or 
in which direction, making it difficult to attribute this 
observation to a particular group or to define frequen
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cy and extent of the burning. Therein lie the intrinsic 
uncertainties, and the ultimate challenges, of defining 
Native American fire use and history. 
La Salle specifically mentions observing fire being 

used by Texas Indians in the 1680s. Henri Joutel’s 
journal (1684–1687) of La Salle’s explorations men
tions fires used by Texas Indians over seven times, 
from Matagorda Bay, to the Brazos River, to the Trin
ity and Neches rivers, and finally on the Red River 
(Foster 1998). In less than 300 miles (483 km), the 
French noted seven major fires set by the Indians, 
yielding a frequency of 1 fire every 50 miles (80.5 
km). 
On Matagorda Bay Joutel reported:


Then I had the men camp as well as possible,

having them make huts or sheds which they

covered with grass from a nearby prairie which

the Indians had earlier set fire… [Foster

1998:82]; and

A few days later we saw on the plains nearby a

fire that spread and quickly burned the dry

grass, drawing toward us. This compelled La

Salle to have the grass around us quickly

uprooted… [Foster 1998:92]; and

It was called the Big Camp … we found a lone

Indian hut and saw that the Indians had set fire

to the grass in the area [Foster 1998:102].


Between the Colorado and Brazos rivers, Joutel 
recounted: 

The bison were found in rather large numbers, 
which was surprising in the middle of several 
bands of people who roamed these areas. In 
addition the grass was burned and almost none 
had appeared. But these animals seem to 
delight in searching for the small sprigs of grass 
just beginning to sprout [Foster 1998:174]. 

In the Blackland Prairies of the interior Gulf Coastal 
Plain, Joutel observed: 

Bison were not abundant in this area: the 
natives who had set fire to the grass had scat
tered them. Besides, Indians had hunted there 
for some time. Even though the grass was 
burned off, we saw a great many deer, but they 
took off in the distance. There were also many 
turkeys and other game. The scenery was very 
agreeable: mottes of trees from place to place, 
and, in locations where the grass had been 
burned some time ago, it was beginning to 
green and looked like the wheat fields of France 
in April [Foster 1998:176]. 

In the hilly parts of central Washington County, La 
Salle’s party encountered 

country … was fine although at that time it was 
not in its full beauty as the Indians had recently 
set fire to the countryside, and much of it was 
black and covered with the ashes of burned 
grasses… [Foster 1998:185]. 

Among the Cenis (Hasinai Caddos) on the Neches 

River, possibly within what is now the Davy Crockett 
National Forest, Joutel noted: 

We laid down our baggage and put our horses 
out to pasture where there was very fine grass at 
that time, for the Indians had set fire during the 
fall. The grass had grown again very beautiful 
and green…. The bottom lands between these 
hills were quite favorable; the land that the 
Indians cultivated produced very fine corn, 
beans and other similar crops, and very lovely 
grass grew everywhere… [Foster 1998:209, 
234]. 

The early historical data on fire use are limited for 
most of the southeastern states at initial contact. 
Between 1690 and 1715, the Creek Indians of Alaba
ma and Georgia began to intensively modify old fields 
of abandoned villages and their hunting range by con
trolled burning to increase deer populations (Waselkov 
1994:195). In the 1720s, Le Page du Pratz set out from 
Natchez, Mississippi, to the St. Francis River, 
Arkansas, passing through portions of the Mississippi 
Valley and the Ouachita Mountains: 

We set out in … September, which is the best 
season of the year … the meadows, the grass of 
which is then dry are set on fire, and the ground 
becomes smooth and easy to walk on … at this 
time clouds of smoke are seen for several days 
together to extend over a long track of country, 
sometimes to the extent of between twenty and 
thirty leagues in length, by two or three leagues 
in breadth … according as the wind sets … by 
means of the rain, which ordinarily falls after 
the grass is burnt, the game spread themselves 
all over the meadows and delight to feed on the 
new grass [du Pratz 1774:134]. 

This account shows that fire was frequently seen for 
days at a time in the Mississippi Alluvial Valley. Using 
the 20- to 30-league description above, we estimated 
this fire’s size to be 3,900–205,850 square miles 
(10,000–15,000 km 2). 
Considering that these explorations were undertaken 

with very large numbers of men and livestock, and 
considering the relative ease of passage of such large 
contingents over most of their routes, we must assume 
that the forests were open and clear of underbrush. 
Frequently occurring fires, either set intentionally or 
as a result of natural forces, may have been one factor 
contributing to this openness. 
Early settlers were told by the Native American 

inhabitants that they “… burned the woods in the fall 
and spring to eliminate ticks, fleas, snakes and other 
vermin from around their villages … and to make fire 
drives for game …” (Sitton 1995:29). These early set
tlers enthusiastically embraced this use of fire, as an 
open, savannah-like understory was ideal for raising 
livestock (Jordan 1973). Stockmen in East Texas from 
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1830 to 1950 followed this tradition of setting the 
woods on fire in late winter or early spring, and in the 
process, recycled nutrients and promoted the regrowth 
of new grass for their cattle (Sitton 1995:241). 
There are few detailed observations of wildfires in 

Texas, particularly in the east Texas forests. One 
description is known from the Blackland Prairie–Post 
Oak fringe in southern Dallas County, just west of the 
Davy Crockett National Forest. In 1847 or 1848, John 
Billingsley provided these details that connect weath
er patterns and vegetation dynamics: 

It was late in the fall of the year and a dense 
coat of grass from knee to waist high covered 
the prairie from river to river. Though calm all 
day we saw smoke boiling up away to the north. 
We supposed ten to fifteen miles away and late 
in the afternoon, I started to the timber for a 
load of wood and my father started to the field 
to fire around it. There was a road running on 
two sides and some furrows plowed around the 
balance but before he got to the proper place to 
begin and just as I got to the timber there came 
a puff from the north, then a few minutes calm. 
Then another rush of wind that made the timber 
bow and tremble, a regular old blue norther had 
now saluted us not with sleet and snow but with 
a sweeping raging fire. I had begun to load my 
wood when the wind struck me and before I 
could get out of the bottom the fire was there 
but there was nothing to burn in the bottom but 
leaves so I made my way out to the burnt 
prairie. The fire came in abreast a mile wide 
roaring like a tornado, curling, surging, and 
catching fifty yards away and then on again 
with the speed of the wind. When I got home 
our fencing was all in a light blaze, the branch 
bluff and naked space around the house saved 
them but the fire went on, the creek and tim
bered bottom was now in its way [Billingsley 
1885:214–215]. 

The importance of this account lies in the combina
tion of season of year, fuel, and weather. Since there 
was a major storm front moving in, it may be that this 
was a lightning-caused natural fire. The late fall–early 
winter fire covered at least 15 square miles (3,886 ha), 
and probably was much larger. This gives an estimate 
of the extent of one wildfire that was not suppressed 
by man. Also, the fire was jumping, or spotting, at 
least 150 feet (46 m) and leaped roads, fields, and 
streams. Both prairie and hardwood forest burned. 
Given this combination of fuel and weather, lightning-
caused wildfires could be expected to have covered 
large expanses of the pre-settlement landscape, and 
could have crossed geographic features such as rivers 
and floodplain forests. 

General Land Office Surveys (19th Century) 

Currently, few areas of the Gulf Coastal Plain 
remain that contain the full range and proportion of 
plant and animal species that flourished prior to Euro
pean settlement. For land managers, there is a need to 
develop reference conditions based on statistically 
sound models of pre-settlement plant distributions 
over entire landscapes (Warren 1984). The original 
land surveys that were made as the public domain was 
sold or given to private individuals or entities are 
excellent sources of these data. 
In these surveys, the observations of prairie–forest 

boundaries and witness trees at each land tract corner 
have provided data used in the reconstruction of the 
nature and structure of arboreal communities and the 
interface with prairies (Sears 1925; Bourdo 1956; Cur
tis 1959; Delcourt and Delcourt 1974, 1977; Delcourt 
1976; Jurney 1987). The GLO surveys are a patterned 
grid of 640-acre (259-ha) squares that is relatively 
easy to map and statistically manipulate. The federal 
rules were published (Dodds et al. 1943), updated 
often, and strictly enforced. The surveys provide a 
tight, systematic sample of survey grids with a partic
ular set of sampling and observer errors. Although fire 
frequency data are not always available from these 
records, the records do provide an estimate of the his
torical vegetation of the 19th-century landscape that is 
more representative than the linear routes taken by 
early travelers. 
Many assume that there was a bias towards certain 

tree species. Surveyor bias has been analyzed by sev
eral researchers (Sears 1925; Bourdo 1956; King 
1978, 1984; Warren 1984) and appropriate methods 
have been developed to address these biases (Siccama 
1971, Jurney 1987). Since land surveys are legal doc
uments, surveyors were instructed to record the near
est tree to each corner of a tract, so that the corner 
itself could be relocated (McKitrick 1918, McMahon 
1941, Dodds et al. 1943, Shine 1969). Tharp (1941, 
1948) presents discussions on the tree-ring dating of 
witness trees in order to provide legal witness for land-
tract corners and to follow the footsteps of the survey
or as standard procedure. Generally speaking, the clos
er the tree to the corner, the easier it was to relocate. It 
was also easier and more cost effective for the field 
crews of the original surveyor to mark nearby trees 
rather than selecting certain species at greater dis
tances. 
At each corner and along survey lines, from one to 

several trees were noted and marked, describing the 
tree species, its diameter, and the direction and dis
tance to it. Common names were used, and must be 
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used with caution to interpret the scientific names of 
species that were observed. Also, as lines were being 
run, the boundaries between forest and prairie were 
noted, which provide evidence for the extent of fire-
dependent ecosystems. Occasionally, observations 
such as “burned over, barrens, or burned tree,” were 
made which provide direct evidence of fire in the 
forests (Weniger 1984, 1996). In Texas, these direct 
observations have been made in Hill and Falls coun
ties (Weniger 1984), and tree sizes and densities have 
been used to interpolate fire effects and plant commu
nity development along the interface of Blackland 
Prairies and the Post Oak Savannah of the interior 
coastal plain (Jurney 1987, 1988a,b). In Missouri and 
Arkansas, the term “barrens” is directly correlated 
with burned-over areas, and the term appears to have 
been a common convention used by surveyors. 
The following discussions present evidence derived 

from the original land office records for prairie com
munities that were in large part fire dependent. This 
discussion begins with Texas. Data from other Gulf 
and interior states are summarized from unpublished 
sources. 

Upper Trinity River, Texas 

Jurney (1988a) conducted an extensive reconstruc
tion of a three-county area in the Upper Trinity River 
valley, which covered all of Dallas, Ellis, and Tarrant 
counties. This region marks the interface of the west
ern Post Oak Savannah, the Blackland Prairies, the 
Trinity River floodplain, and the Eastern Crosstimbers 
all within the western Gulf Coastal Plain. This study 
identified 31 taxa consisting of 2,584 trees. These 
were identified by 64 individual surveyors and 70% of 
these surveys were completed by the 1860s. The GLO 
witness trees were plotted on U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) maps, and sorted into topographic associa
tions. Three types of prairies were defined—open (i.e., 
50+ m); closed (i.e., 30–49 m) in uplands; and flood
plain (i.e., 40 m)—representing a total of 494 prairie 
observations. 
Three forest types—upland, slope, and floodplain— 

were identified and differences were noted from north 
to south. No pine trees were observed. Direct evidence 
of fires, other than the existence of prairies, was not 
noted. The distances observed from land tract corner 
to the identified witness trees demonstrate that fire did 
play a part in the formation of the pre-European set
tlement forest landscape. 

Middle Trinity River, Texas 

Jurney (1987) conducted a reconstruction of a four-

county area of the Gulf Coastal Plain in the Middle 
Trinity River valley, which covered parts of Navarro, 
Freestone, Henderson, and Anderson counties and 
included a transect to the Neches River. This study 
identified 40 taxa, consisting of 1,697 trees. These sur
veys were conducted by 43 individual surveyors and 
70% of these surveys were completed prior to the 
1850s. The GLO witness trees were plotted on U.S. 
Geological Survey maps and sorted into topographic 
associations. 
Three types of prairies were defined—open (i.e., 

50+ m); closed (i.e., 30–49 m) in uplands; and flood
plain (i.e., 40 m)—within the valleys of large streams, 
representing a total of 151 prairie observations. Three 
forest types—upland, slope, and floodplains—were 
identified. Pine trees were observed as far west as cen
tral Anderson County; none were noted west of the 
Trinity River. Prairies were noted to the east as far as 
the Neches River. 

National Forests and Grasslands in Texas 

The Texas GLO records have been used to recon
struct the arboreal composition of distinct geographic 
settings in only a few areas of the national forests and 
grasslands in Texas, located primarily in the Gulf 
Coastal Plain. These study areas are located in the 
Caddo National Grasslands in Fannin County and the 
Lyndon Baines Johnson Grasslands in Wise County 
(Jurney et al. 1989), five areas of the Davy Crockett 
National Forest, and the northern two-thirds of the 
Sabine National Forest in Shelby, Sabine, and San 
Augustine counties (Jurney 1996, Hubbard and Jurney 
1998). Three basic topographic settings—upland, 
slope, and floodplain—were found in nearly all of the 
study areas. Two additional topographic–vegetation 
zones were also identified—upland prairie and flood
plain prairie. The boundaries between forest and 
prairie are identified in some cases, and the dispersion 
of species within each topographic zone was defined. 
The Sabine National Forest reconstruction indicates 
that prairies were common features through all of the 
eastern Texas forests, pointing to widespread and 
extensive fire ecology in the pineywoods. Current data 
from the USDA Forest Service indicate denser stands 
of trees in the same areas, reflecting the effects of fire 
suppression. 

Hardin County, Texas 

The most comprehensive and thorough vegetation 
reconstruction in Texas is that performed by Schafale 
and Harcombe (1983) for the Big Thicket in the lower 
Gulf Coastal Plain. Witness trees from all original land 
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tract corners resulted in the identification of 39 taxa, 
which were grouped according to apparently homoge
nous associations (e.g., biomes) of abundant species. 
Within each biome, absolute density and basal area 
were calculated, using the point-centered quarter 
method (Curtis 1959). 
Schafale and Harcombe (1983) divided the land

scape of Hardin County into prairie and forest com
munities on the basis of their analysis of the Texas 
GLO records. Pure expanses of prairies were noted 
across the southwestern portion of the county, and 
prairie-like savanna under pine and hardwood forest 
was defined on the basis of tree density. Areas where 
the mean distance from land-tract corner to witness 
tree was 21 m or more were defined as prairies, where 
fire apparently was part of the ecosystem. Pine densi
ties ranged from 95% to 12% in the various communi
ties. However, since witness trees were not directly 
plotted, it is not possible to analyze tree composition 
in upland, slope, and floodplain topographic settings. 
Schafale and Harcombe (1983) attributed the exis
tence of prairie areas and the dispersed upland pine 
communities were to the prevalence of fire in the pre-
European settlement ecosystems of Hardin County. 

Ouachita Mountains, Arkansas and Oklahoma 

A reconstruction using GLO records was performed 
for the Ouachita Mountains, using geographic infor
mation systems and then ground-truthing the results in 
three study plots (Foti and Glenn 1991). The GLO sur
veys were conducted in the 1830s and 1840s. Seven
teen taxa were identified, and species densities and 
importance values were calculated using the point-
centered quarter method. Pines were ubiquitous in the 
pre-settlement forest, but varied greatly in dominance 
due to topographic and microclimatic factors. Pines 
appear to have been dominant on sandstone substrates 
and hardwoods (primarily oaks) on shale substrates. 
These data are useful in the identification of refer

ence conditions and old-growth communities in the 
Ouachitas, guiding management of these areas, and 
providing a sound basis for management of the land
scape as a whole. The landscape patterns, species com
position, and site relationships were clearly defined. In 
this study, the authors recommended that all GLO 
records be digitized, analyzed, and incorporated into 
forest planning. This approach is currently being 
implemented on the Ozark-St. Francis National Forest. 

North Central Hills, Mississippi 

Evan Peacock (Mississippi State University, personal 
communication) has conducted research on GLO sur

veys conducted between 1817 and 1832 in the north-
central hills portion of Mississippi along the drainages 
of the Tombigbee River in the interior Gulf Coastal 
Plain. The vegetation is characterized as mixed hard
woods, dominated by red oak, white oak, and hickory. 
Pines vary from 10% to 14% of the observed witness 
trees, and increased as one moves east. No direct obser
vations of fires or prairies were noted. 

Warrior Mountains and Talladega Mountains, 
Alabama 

Wills (1992, 1995) conducted limited investigations 
of GLO records for the Talladega and the Bankhead 
national forests in Alabama. Twenty-eight tree species 
were recorded in the surveyor notes and were tran
scribed onto USGS quadrangle maps. This allowed 
data segregation into lower slope–bottomland, middle 
slope–drains, upper slope–browline, and ridge top 
topographic divisions. Of the 28 tree species observed, 
chestnut (Castanea dentata), chestnut oak (Quercus 
prinus), pines, post oak, and white oak benefit from 
fire. Abrams (2000) and the Fire Effects Information 
System (www.fs.fed.us/database/feis.index.html) 
developed by the USDA Forest Service indicate that 
these species are fire dependent or react favorably to 
growing-season and dormant-season fires. Longleaf 
pine is a fire-dependent species that was originally dis
tributed as far north in Alabama as the southern half of 
the Bankhead National Forest and the Talladega 
National Forest. Longleaf pines used as turpentine 
trees are commonly found on the Talladega National 
Forest and clearly indicate that fire-dependent ecosys
tems were present on both forests. 
Wills (1995) presents data that quantify the gradient 

association of natural fire regimes. The five fire-
dependent tree categories (chestnut, chestnut oak, 
pines [including shortleaf, longleaf, and possibly 
loblolly], post oak, white oak) compose 27.5% of the 
observed trees in the lower slope–bottomland topo
graphic association. They compose 50% of the trees in 
the middle slope–drains topographic association. 
Along ridgetops, these five tree categories compose 
62% of the GLO witness trees. Finally, in the most 
xeric topographic association, the upper slope–brow
line, the five tree categories compose 64% of all wit
ness trees. This indicates species composition along a 
moisture gradient that correlates with increased fire 
potential. 

Historical Data (20th Century) 

The USDA Forest Service district fire atlases 
(1935–1972) and computer printouts (1970–1988) in 
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Table 2. Statistical summary of total wildfires and total lightning-caused wildfires in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, 
Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, and Florida, 1916–1990. 

All wildfires Lightning-caused wildfires 

State Total no. 
Mean no. 

fires/yr 
No. fires/([acres 

× 106] · yr) Total no. 
Mean no. 

fires/yr 
No. fires/([acres 

× 106] · yr) 

Texas 
Oklahoma 
Arkansas 
Mississippi 
Alabama 
Louisiana 
Florida 

197,169 
79,968 

272,424 
447,858 
497,084 
361,202 
401,640 

2628.92 
1066.24 
3632.32 
5971.44 
6627.78 
4816.03 
5355.2 

107.99 
156.91 
278.78 
280.85 
250.71 
363.42 
184.78 

1755 
1273 
7013 
1717 
4461 
1453 

32,817 

23.4 
16.9 
93.5 
22.9 
59.48 
19.3 

437.56 

0.96 
2.51 
4.36 
1.08 
2.25 
1.46 

15.36 

Arkansas and Texas were reviewed in detail. National 
summaries were used to examine variation in the 
records for the seven-state study area (1916–1990). 
Data on total wildfires (Appendix 2) and lightning-
caused fires (Appendix 3) were collected, which are not 
easily accessible to the general public. The absolute 
number of lightning-caused fires provides a baseline for 
fire occurrences. The total number of fires represents 
the combined effects of natural and human influences. 
The annual fire data summaries cover the period-of

record from 1916 to 1990 for Texas, Oklahoma, 
Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, and Flori
da. These data are summed for each state as a whole; 
occasionally it will be recorded whether the data were 
federal (all agencies) or state (all agencies and co
operators). The acreage figures are given in the annu
al fire data summary tables and the year 1990 is used 
for the following discussion. (Within each state there 
may be discrepancies when federal, state, and private 
reporting acreages are compared to the total area of the 
state. We infer that bodies of water, urban areas, roads, 
and other non-pyrogenic areas account for areas where 
no wildland fires were reported.) Due to variable qual
ity of the fire data, changes in the methods of record
ing and changes in reporting areas through time, trend 
and time series analyses were not performed. We have 
not corrected for changes in the reporting area for each 
state through time and use 1990 as a cut-off date. 
The data from Texas cover an area of 24,344,218 

acres (9,855,958.7 ha); data from Oklahoma cover 
6,795,742 acres (2,751,312.6 ha); data from Arkansas 
cover 21,420,888 acres (8,672,424.3 ha); data from 
Mississippi cover 21,262,729 acres (8,608,392.3 ha); 
data from Alabama cover 26,436,126 acres (10,702,885 
ha); data from Louisiana cover 13,252,764 acres 
(5,365,491.5 ha); and data from Florida cover 
28,981,791 acres (11,733,519 ha). These acres represent 
the area protected by federal and cooperating state 

agencies in 1990 and do not represent the total area of 
each state. Historical research on a state-by-state basis 
is necessary to track the changes in acreage (federal and 
cooperating agencies) reported through time. 
Summary statistics for all wildfires are presented by 

state in Table 2. The numbers of wildfires over the 75
year period-of-record range from a maximum of 
497,084 (mean = 6627.78) in Alabama to a minimum 
of 79,968 (mean = 1066.24) in Oklahoma. However, 
as noted above, the number of acres protected by fed
eral and cooperating agencies varies considerably. 
Using these acreage figures, we calculated the num
bers of all wildfires per million acres per year (Table 
2). Louisiana ranked first with 363.42 wildfires per 
million acres per year, followed by Mississippi, 
Arkansas, Alabama, Florida, and Oklahoma. Texas 
ranked last with 107.99 wildfires per million acres per 
year. 
The total wildfire data illustrate a periodic fluctua

tion between peak years of wildfire activity and years 
with less activity (Figure 1). All states show peak 
years beginning in the 1920s, followed by peaks in the 
1950s, 1970s, and 1980s. Alabama and Arkansas had 
the highest numbers of wildfires in the 1920s. Missis
sippi, Alabama, Louisiana, and Florida had the highest 
wildfire numbers in the 1950s. Florida, Mississippi, 
Alabama, and Louisiana experienced the highest wild
fire numbers in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Lightning-Caused Fires (1989–Present) 

Lightning is known to ignite wildland fires; however, 
it is often many days before lightning fires are discov
ered because they may smolder for days before smoke 
columns reveal their presence. Also, if the evidence for 
lightning-caused origin is not immediately observed or 
has been consumed by the fire, field observers may 
label the fire “smoking” or “other,” attributing it to 
anthropogenic factors and thereby undercounting the 
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Figure 1. Total wildfires in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, and Florida, 1916–1990. 
Source: The national summaries of fire data were obtained from the USDA Forest Service, Office of Fire and Avi
ation Management, Washington, D.C., and are available from the USDA Forest Service, Washington Office, Wash
ington, D.C. 

true lightning-caused fire frequency. study. Instead, the College of Geosciences at Texas 
The National Lightning Detection Network has A&M University obtained summaries of these data 

recorded all lightning strikes across North America and prepared short reports on their content. There are 
since 1989. To analyze these data, the files must be more lightning flashes in East Texas and North Flori
purchased from Global Atmospherics (Tucson, AZ). da than anywhere else in North America (Orville 1992, 
Due to this cost, searching the data and tracking Silver and Orville 1994). The peak occurrences of 
against lightning-caused fires was not feasible in this lightning in these areas correspond to late spring and 
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early summer, with a smaller secondary peak in Octo
ber (Komarek 1964, 1968; Barden and Woods 1974). 
Examination of district fire atlases from the national 
forests and grasslands in Texas and the Bayou Ranger 
District on the Ozark-St. Francis National Forest in 
Arkansas indicate that lightning-caused fires occur 
every month of the year. The lightning fire season 
peaks in August and September, with secondary peaks 
in November and July. 
The numbers of lightning-caused fires were extract

ed from the annual summaries provided by the USDA 
Forest Service, Office of Fire and Aviation Manage
ment (Appendix 3). Although Texas and Florida expe
rience more lightning strikes than other areas of the 
country (Orville 1992, Silver and Orville 1994), there 
are considerable differences in the number of light
ning-caused ignitions. Florida reported a total of 
32,817 fires due to lightning for an average of 15 fires 
per million acres per year (437.56 fires per year), the 
most in the seven-state study area. Oklahoma reported 
the fewest lightning fires with 1,273 over the period-
of-record and a mean of 2.5 fires per million acres per 
year (16.9 fires per year). Texas ranked next to last 
with 1,755 lightning fires and a mean of 1 fire per mil
lion acres per year (23.5 fires per year). 
Similar trends are noted between lightning fires and 

total wildfires. Peak occurrences were noted in the 
1920s, the 1950s, the 1970s, and the 1980s. Arkansas 
also showed major peaks of activity in the 1930s, 
1940s, and 1960s. The 1920–1930 period and the 
1950s were major drought years in the study area. In 
order to address this apparent correlation between 
lightning fires and droughts, additional information is 
needed. Dendrochronology and dendroclimatology 
provide an independent means to track this trend. 

DISCUSSION 

Pollen data indicate at least nine major shifts in for
est composition over the last 20,000 years. Den
drochronological studies in southeastern North Amer
ica provide evidence for fluctuations in droughts for 
the last 1,700 years, with the most severe occurring in 
the late 1500s and the late 1700s. There is no doubt 
that the first European explorers of North America 
encountered not a pristine wildland, but one that had 
been shaped by its original inhabitants over many mil
lennia. It was wild only in the context of Western civ
ilization. At the time of contact, several large, highly 
advanced native cultures had already flourished and 
waned, principally in the American Southwest, the 
Tennessee Valley, and the Mississippi Valley (Delcourt 
et al. 1986, 1998). Those cultures, encountered by de 

Soto, Coronado, La Salle, and de Vaca, had thousands 
of years of tradition guiding their land-use and 
resource-procurement strategies. Fire was but one of 
their tools. 
The Texas, Arkansas, and Alabama GLO records of 

the early 19th century provide direct evidence that fire-
dependent ecosystems were distributed across the 
Southeast prior to extensive settlement by Europeans. 
The surveys were large-scale inventories of the land
scape over a 20- to 40-year time span and provide a 
snapshot of prairie–forest boundaries. They can be 
used to estimate fire frequency at a gross level, 
because these records allow coarse-measurement 
canopy tree community composition and tree density 
across the landscape. 
GLO surveys have been used sporadically over lim

ited geographic areas in other portions of the Gulf 
Coastal Plain and adjacent interior uplands. These data 
provide suggestive evidence that fire was present 
throughout most ecosystems in Texas, Arkansas, and 
Alabama. Bragg (2003:12) indicates that fires con
tributed to prairie formation in floodplains as well as 
uplands. In addition, human-caused fires may have 
contributed to the existence and maintenance of the 
Blackland Prairie through Mississippi and Alabama, 
as it did in Texas. 
An estimate of the relative importance of lightning-

caused fires to anthropogenic fires can be made by 
comparing the frequency of lightning fires to the total 
number of wildfires. Total acreage of fires should be 
interpreted cautiously, because fires may be vigorous
ly suppressed and do not represent the natural flow of 
the fires. An examination of the wildland fire period-
of-record from the USDA Forest Service indicates that 
scattered lightning-caused wildfires are annual events 
throughout the Gulf Coastal Plain, interior plateaus, 
and adjacent mountains. Arkansas and Alabama are 
particularly prone to lightning fires. During drought 
years, dry fuels and extreme conditions likely 
increased the number of fires. It appears that lightning-
caused fires burn less frequently in areas dominated by 
grasslands such as Oklahoma and Texas. Fire records 
suggest that states with greater amounts of forested 
areas have more lightning- and human-caused fires. 
Dendrochronology provides accurate dating to the 

year or even season of the year. Information on 
droughts, periods of greater than average rainfall, false 
spring events, and fire scars are all captured by annu
lar tree growth. It appears that there is a negative rela
tionship between PDSI and the number of lightning 
fires (D. Latham, USDA Forest Service Fire Laborato
ry, personal communication). For example, in our 
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data, 80% of those years with a negative PDSI were 
years with above-average numbers of lightning- and 
human-caused wildland fires. 
Although several basic tree-ring chronologies have 

been developed for Texas and Arkansas, the network 
of chronologies and the species represented must be 
increased to develop the resolution for a detailed land
scape analysis across southeastern North America. 
Research indicates that tree growth, fire frequency, 
and drought severity are related phenomena (Cook et 
al. 1994, 1999). Additional tree-ring chronologies may 
improve paleoclimatic reconstruction across the south
eastern landscape. 
A landscape-scale synthesis of fire records, physiog

raphy, historical vegetation records and lightning-igni
tion data has been used to model the pre-settlement 
fire regimes for the entire United States (Frost 1998). 
The Gulf Coastal Plain is within a zone where the fire 
return interval was 1–3 years. The interior portion of 
the Gulf Coastal Plain falls in a zone where the fire 
return interval was 4–6 years and in the Ouachita and 
Ozark uplands was 13–15 years (Frost 1998:77). Our 
examination of the fire records indicates that Frost’s 
(1998) approximation is more accurate than previous 
estimates, but needs revisions in certain areas. Certain 
geographical areas, such as the national forests in 
Arkansas, Alabama, and Texas, appear to have more 
lightning-generated fires than other areas. The por
tions of Arkansas shown as having 13- to 25-year fire 
return intervals may in fact have much greater fre
quencies of lightning fires than any other portion of 
southeastern North America. Guyette’s (2000) study 
indicates a pre-suppression frequency of 1.4–16 years 
for the Ozark highlands, which is less than the approx
imation given by Frost (1998). 
The model of regional fluctuation in plant commu

nities derived from pollen provides direct evidence for 
the region surrounding the national forests of south
eastern North America. Although microgeographic 
variations were likely present, these are somewhat 
masked by the nature of pollen production and distri
bution. Fire ecology is demonstrated for this region 
well into the Pleistocene and before any significant 
landscape alterations by humans. Native Americans 
radically altered the vegetation around their cleared 
villages, and may have modified the range of certain 
preferred food species such as bison (Bison bison), 
bears (Ursus spp.), wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), 
and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Historically, ecologists have assumed that plant and 

animal communities move through a series of succes
sion stages toward steady state, or climax, equilibri
um. Recently, ecologists, after analyzing data from 
intensive, long-term studies, have shifted from this 
perspective, which forces reconsideration of strategies 
of conservation and resource management (Oliver and 
Larson 1996:5). The role of human and natural distur
bances is seen to be increasingly important in deter
mining forest structure and species composition. It is 
evident that the vegetation of the Gulf Coastal Plain 
and adjacent interior highlands has always been in a 
state of flux, with no particularly dominant, or “cli
max,” state. 
Evidence is increasing that forest stand structure has 

always fluctuated across given areas. Land-manage
ment practices that integrate consideration of distur
bances, such as removal of timber and prescribed fire, 
are productive in maintaining a mosaic of stand struc
tures, landscape patterns, and species distributions 
across the landscape (Oliver and Larson 1996:397). It 
is essential to strike a balance between setting aside 
wilderness, reintroducing fire into the landscape, and 
maintaining a healthy mosaic of various forest types at 
different age classes. 
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Appendix 1. Listing of fire scars from tree-ring collections in Texas and Arkansas. 

Texas Arkansas 

Ozark-St. Francis National Ozark-St. Francis National 
Pine Concord Sabine Forest, Bayou Ranger Forest, Pleasant Hill 
Park Cemetery Blowdown Districta Ranger Districtb 

1974 1958 1855 1670 1838 1651

1976 1963 1864 1699 1840 1680

1977 1969 1871 1709 1841 1747

1980 1978 1874 1720 1843 1749


1993 1882 1721 1844 1750

1887 1728 1845 1752

1892 1732 1846 1755

1897 1738 1849 1758

1901 1742 1850 1761

1906 1745 1851 1764

1908 1748 1852 1772

1910 1752 1853 1798

1912 1756 1854 1804

1920 1761 1856 1812

1921 1764 1857 1830

1924 1767 1858 1834

1926 1768 1860 1843

1928 1769 1861 1844

1930 1772 1864 1853


1780 1870 1860

1786 1872 1867

1787 1873 1871

1790 1875 1876

1792 1876 1878

1798 1878 1880

1800 1879 1885

1806 1880 1886

1808 1881 1894

1811 1882 1895

1813 1883 1901

1817 1886 1902

1820 1899 1903

1826 1900 1906

1828 1901 1916

1829 1905 1918

1831 1908 1919

1832 1910 1921

1833 1913 1933

1834 1915 1940

1835 1917 1945


1938 1950

1954


a Guyette (2000).

b D. Jurney, unpublished data.
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Appendix 2. Total wildfires reported by the USDA Forest Service and cooperating state and federal agencies in 
Texas (TX), Oklahoma (OK), Arkansas (AR), Mississippi (MS), Alabama (AL), Louisiana (LA), and Florida (FL), 
1916–1990. Source: The national summaries of fire data were obtained from the USDA Forest Service, Office of 
Fire and Aviation Management, Washington, D.C., and are available from the USDA Forest Service, Washington 
Office, Washington, D.C. 

Year TX OK AR MS AL LA FL 

1916 374 28 1480 2193 1728 285 1091 
1917 1292 420 2269 1316 1587 557 1705 
1918 233 205 897 802 1086 78 610 
1919 64 884 594 884 1321 897 1663 
1920 73 442 708 873 1427 784 1479 
1921 1277 273 723 1870 1408 767 1985 
1922 1967 277 3120 2226 3382 1544 3946 
1923 1481 2159 2784 4480 12691 1261 4305 
1924 5058 1046 10000 2999 17593 3496 4615 
1925 2563 938 9500 4973 11262 2590 3826 
1926 1754 18 333 —a 3424 551 44 
1927 3125 282 1425 536 5616 2005 99 
1928 3282 558 2359 234 3573 2981 127 
1929 2785 798 3046 453 3001 2683 901 
1930 3048 1185 2185 769 6853 3035 1542 
1931 4385 739 2215 603 3048 3344 2384 
1932 6211 1130 2822 1113 2474 3440 1850 
1933 3631 937 1293 2366 4130 2144 1471 
1934 4122 2322 4055 3126 4262 2620 2721 
1935 3590 518 2240 4508 5050 2746 2605 
1936 8529 1850 5591 5629 3073 4594 2106 
1937 6671 555 1977 4018 4579 1911 2415 
1938 6264 799 5465 5118 6907 4028 3589 
1939 6300 1028 5349 4906 4980 4491 3992 
1940 3592 949 4876 5217 6415 3122 5081 
1941 1273 1037 3465 5748 6899 3246 5343 
1942 3297 1065 6098 7267 7743 4703 6055 
1943 3835 1414 6889 6642 8746 3990 5148 
1944 1811 378 2407 3937 5168 2569 3823 
1945 1238 193 1098 3885 5347 2459 4945 
1946 1812 629 3602 5526 6991 2906 3479 
1947 4013 702 5618 6372 7483 5335 3098 
1948 3644 803 4195 5677 5702 5140 3804 
1949 902 712 4700 8627 8480 2811 6307 
1950 2653 1043 4648 12460 10246 5301 10250 
1951 3189 1009 4810 14097 10559 8406 10392 
1952 3864 995 7677 13958 10954 11034 9477 
1953 1530 797 5013 9708 7901 6846 7619 
1954 4441 1632 8359 12714 12604 12188 9926 
1955 2281 555 2501 7183 7024 6667 8228 
1956 4905 1459 4472 7859 6389 7236 7593 
1957 709 315 1337 5261 4115 2470 4317 
1958 1341 341 2108 6686 5891 4671 4628 
1959 1883 919 3110 8331 6150 6162 3930 

a Missing data. 
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Appendix 2. Continued. 

Year TX OK AR MS AL LA FL 

1960 1606 631 3211 8124 6070 6429 5331 
1961 990 462 2343 5886 5975 3614 6372 
1962 2719 686 5181 8834 7094 8970 8808 
1963 4266 2292 7897 15282 10847 10149 7217 
1964 2693 1065 5539 6167 5457 5988 5381 
1965 1687 794 3667 7136 6092 7063 5823 
1966 1720 1137 5034 7869 7173 6098 5484 
1967 3692 1063 3956 8248 7764 10180 7631 
1968 968 605 2392 7473 10291 6480 7560 
1969 2611 1127 4331 8214 9558 9100 5029 
1970 1619 1354 4224 7197 8248 6626 5984 
1971 1937 902 3942 5735 5822 4809 9822 
1972 1207 1189 3643 6150 6200 4915 7341 
1973 459 291 1254 4551 4790 3196 7453 
1974 1130 1029 2310 4816 5571 4484 10825 
1975 1469 1190 3070 4252 3407 4955 7479 
1976 3830 2412 5154 9296 7722 8429 8845 
1977 2979 1777 4554 8892 8665 7171 11326 
1978 3643 1887 3960 10192 9763 8217 7068 
1979 1297 1101 2557 6093 5111 5134 7185 
1980 3392 2813 6446 8904 6245 8631 7499 
1981 2227 1304 3254 12726 10367 8609 14520 
1982 2014 1613 2118 6199 5103 4857 4932 
1983 1213 1641 2274 4201 4774 4039 4268 
1984 2288 1599 1771 7337 8764 5684 7074 
1985 1509 987 2058 5950 7722 4709 8904 
1986 1589 2071 3362 9520 12323 8192 5771 
1987 2387 1885 4304 10491 11381 7247 5400 
1988 3333 2408 3087 7235 12374 5945 6211 
1989 2654 2683 3415 4909 4585 6442 7600 
1990 1749 1632 2703 6829 6564 4746 6983 
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Appendix 3. Lightning-caused wildfires reported by the USDA Forest Service and cooperating agencies in Texas 
(TX), Oklahoma (OK), Arkansas (AR), Mississippi (MS), Alabama (AL), Louisiana (LA), and Florida (FL), 
1916–1990. 

Year TX OK AR MS AL LA FL 

1916 2 0 2 39 45 3 26 
1917 8 15 15 14 33 5 27 
1918 2 9 3 26 97 0 5 
1919 1 61 1 8 30 0 11 
1920 1 4 0 9 16 0 11 
1921 4 25 4 59 44 0 11 
1922 11 0 58 94 63 4 61 
1923 7 39 78 112 196 1 51 
1924 18 46 273 15 132 23 25 
1925 14 5 256 29 11 75 57 
1926 11 0 32 —a 5 5 1 
1927 26 0 97 3 24 12 7 
1928 25 1 38 0 3 5 7 
1929 13 6 37 2 9 9 13 
1930 34 4 134 29 12 39 60 
1931 23 5 59 11 16 14 113 
1932 19 5 72 1 0 28 55 
1933 11 9 332 10 6 6 46 
1934 24 14 219 15 7 10 48 
1935 5 6 56 7 21 19 63 
1936 9 25 226 24 19 14 82 
1937 19 10 110 25 14 20 135 
1938 35 15 167 34 20 31 157 
1939 35 24 172 7 12 25 213 
1940 12 14 66 10 19 8 172 
1941 3 8 70 13 26 8 121 
1942 8 8 56 10 27 9 194 
1943 18 14 168 17 39 19 184 
1944 19 17 160 15 42 13 185 
1945 8 2 38 7 36 4 135 
1946 6 16 52 3 11 4 74 
1947 22 5 110 11 41 14 102 
1948 8 21 104 30 49 13 173 
1949 13 5 40 11 27 8 162 
1950 12 7 26 6 38 15 303 
1951 49 2 54 30 113 18 378 
1952 10 20 128 39 159 21 479 
1953 10 22 86 25 64 12 223 
1954 61 40 335 62 267 73 675 
1955 15 21 76 30 78 32 562 
1956 118 54 256 41 114 97 605 
1957 3 4 24 7 58 4 252 
1958 8 5 28 5 34 7 235 
1959 7 5 46 10 56 15 347 

a Missing data. 
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Appendix 3. Continued. 

Year TX OK AR MS AL LA FL 

1960 12 4 80 39 94 52 386 
1961 5 3 42 28 43 8 755 
1962 37 16 100 48 161 55 1229 
1963 73 26 125 43 83 70 1142 
1964 48 30 168 27 81 41 528 
1965 36 11 97 17 61 40 502 
1966 18 5 86 18 74 18 272 
1967 23 3 16 2 34 7 639 
1968 9 8 17 23 100 8 754 
1969 33 4 36 20 69 27 408 
1970 12 25 72 14 88 17 538 
1971 39 13 49 20 44 20 834 
1972 20 20 104 34 63 24 1202 
1973 4 3 17 11 25 7 602 
1974 45 8 42 19 41 8 873 
1975 14 4 19 5 18 5 852 
1976 42 25 75 15 31 8 710 
1977 36 23 74 51 204 39 1899 
1978 69 61 183 17 50 29 616 
1979 6 6 43 13 13 5 613 
1980 79 110 351 44 102 38 671 
1981 12 12 29 23 99 10 1806 
1982 32 21 87 22 24 12 507 
1983 11 28 65 13 41 8 401 
1984 33 35 68 17 48 11 516 
1985 52 29 66 9 38 22 1195 
1986 13 31 109 28 188 8 1088 
1987 21 19 88 21 50 24 892 
1988 69 32 200 61 174 48 732 
1989 48 23 54 6 63 6 1300 
1990 43 17 87 54 124 36 1509 


